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Future of Work

Leading in the Future of Work

Preparing Clients to Thrive
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Agenda



The Future of 
Work is…

• 2020-2030
• Unfolding NOW!
• Transformational-when, where & how
• Digital transformation: combines data,

technology, AI, & people
• It is GAME CHANGING! 3



Pandemic Shock - 2020
Lockdowns, social distancing, remote 
work, safety, recession, civil justice, 
amplified social and economic inequality

Unfreezing - 2021
Business continuity & resilience

Reset for 2022
Shift from surviving to thriving - leverage 
learning, digital transformation, processes and 
people

Supply Chain Crisis Great Resignation Geopolitical & Recession Omicron & Monkey Pox
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The Future of Work:
A Rear View 2020-2022
The Great Acceleration 5-7 yrs



Organizational Purpose
Social impact: employees, customers 
planet, partners and communities

Digital Transformation
Technology & artificial intelligence equals 
reimagination of business models, strategies, 
jobs, processes products, services

Remote, Hybrid Work

Remote-first culture, collaborative tools, 
workflows, processes and tools

Employee Experience
Purpose driven work safety, DIEB, 
fairness, development, growth, work/life 
harmony, mentoring, happiness,   
thriving = engagement and retention

Up-skilling, Re-skilling, Out-skilling

Continuous learning and development –
adding skills, reinventing with skills, 
future skills

The Metaverse
Talent Acquisition – job fairs, interviews & 
assessments, learning and development& 
remote worker experience
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The Future of Work:
A Forward View 2022-2030



Digital Transformation
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“By 2028, employees will use 
avatars, language software, 

conversational interfaces and real-
time dialect translation to work 
and speak with team members.”

-Gartner, 2022



Working in the Metaverse
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Demands a New Type of Leader

• The Drivers of Change

• rapid pace of change

• VUCA normalized

• operationalizing vision, purpose, social impact

• remote & hybrid work

• Great Resignation impact

• employee experience

• rapid advance of AI, data and analytics

• inclusion and belonging

• focus on engagement & retention
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The Future of Work...



Demands a New Type of Leader

• What Future-Ready Leaders Do

• Leverage EQ: Get out of your own way, reality testing, better
decisions, flexible, empathetic, optimistic

• Develop a growth mindset: look for new things to learn,
embrace challenges and are inspired by success of others

• Think, act & perform like a futurist: stay ahead of the future,
rationalize impact (PESTLE),signals of change, scenario
planning, sense making - connect the dots

• Craft a future-focused leadership identity: intentional, remote,
shift from managing processes to using data and insights to
coach, inspire & drive productivity, performance
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The Future of Work...



To be future-ready, leaders must be multi-skilled, multi-faceted, 
understand how to apply the right intersections of skills and 

become creators to design and lead the organizations of the future.



The Future of Work…

Requires Preparing Clients to Thrive

• Solve for the whole client
• programs address bottom of pyramid
• preparing to thrive means:

• solving for short-term & laying pathway for top of pyramid
• seeing client potential & facilitating pathway to future jobs
• focus on skills development
• preparing to engage with AI in job search & placement
• preparing for remote work
• Preparing to work in metaverse
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75%
Millennials & Gen Z will dominate the workplace by 2025

By 2030, 80% of workers will be Millennials, Gen Z & Alphas



The Future of Work…

Requires Preparing Clients to Thrive

• Solve for the whole client

• Invest in understanding Millennials &Gen Z

• Organizations are shifting to purpose &social impact models

• Look in new and non-traditional places to find them
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• The future is full of new and reimagined possibilities –
to experience them you must lean into the future!

• As leaders, you are the architects of the future for
your teams and your clients.

• The future needs you and you must show up armed
with EQ, a growth mindset and the ability to think, act
and perform like a futurist and drive impact!

• You cannot solve for the whole client if you do not
“see” the client and their potential and match your
strategies to the opportunities that are embedded in
the future of work for them.
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4 key 
Takeways



Don’t Let The Future of Work 
Be Your Force Majeure

Thrive in the Future of Work 
The Future is Waiting for You!
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